obtained by measuring the data transmission speed between two PCs. We varied different hardware configurations of PCs, operating systems and message sizes to find how these three parameters affect data transmission speed.
In Section 2, we describe the measurement environment including the software package used in the measurement process. The performance measurement results for UDP are presented and discussed in Section 3. Section 4 describes the results of performance measurements for TCP. Final comments on the performance mbsurement results are given in Section 5.
MEASUREMENT ENVIRONMENT
We developed a small software package for the purpose of measuring the performance. The package consists of two programs: the Sender and the Receiver. There are two versions of the testing package; one version is intended for use on the Windows 95 and Windows NT 4.0 operating systems, while the other is used with Linw.
The Sender program sends data and the Receiver program receives data. The following three parameters of the Sender program are configurable: the amount of data, the sending speed, and the size of data load. The Receiver program counts the received data, because UDP does not guarantee delivery of the sent data.
All tests were performed on a local network using 10 Mb/s Ethernet, and the test machines were always in the same segment. Since we chose the receiving speed as the performance measure, we used the fastest system available, a Celeron A 333 system, as the sending machine. A high-speed sending machine enabled us to find saturation speed of the receiving machines.
Three difEerent hardware configurations of PCs were tested and each of them is briefly described in the Table  1 . For the purpose of comparing different hardware parameters, all of these configurations were running the same operating system, Windows NT 4.0 Workstation. We used two data packet sizes in the measurements. One size was 500 bytes, representing an average data packet used on Internet in various protocols such as
The other data packet size we used was two bytes per message and it presents how the system handles small data packets that carry either confirmation messages or some small data chunks.
UDP MEASUREMENT RESULTS
Figures 1-4 present the results of measurements of data transmission speed for the UDP protocol. Each figure consists of two types of graphs. The x-axis in both graph types represents the sending speed and is measured as kilobytes per second. The y-axis of Graphs la-4a represents the receiving speed and is measured as kilobytes per second, as well. The y-axis of Graphs lb-46 represents the percentage of received data. This type of graph is useful in finding the threshold at which data transmission speed starts to decrease significantly. In Figure 5 , the results for reliable TCP communication with messages of 500 bytes are compared. The Celeron system is able to achieve the full speed of the TCP communication on 10 Mb/s Ethemet. The Celeron machine also has 15% better results than the Pentium system, and twice the speed of the 486 system.
I
14.00 Figure 6 shows the maximum speed of the three systems with the message size of two bytes. The maximum speed obtained in this measurement is significantly lower than before. The Celeron system is almost twice as fast as the Pentium machine and about three times faster than the 486 machine. Since the Celeron machine in the previous test reaches the maximum capacity of the underlying network, the difference between the Celeron and the other systems in this test case is larger than before. are presented in Figure 8 . The Linux system has approximately 1 1% better results than both Windows systems. Windows 95 has higher data transmission speed than Windows NT 4.0, but the difference is less than 4%. ................................................................................................................ 
